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This collection of a lot more than 30 original patterns was inspired by Zentangle, a method of
fabricating repetitive patterns that promotes relaxation along with creative expression. The sweeping,
free-form line designs integrate flowers, superstars, and geometric shapes. Specifically designed for
experienced colorists, Entangled and other Creative Haven® Webpages are perforated and
published on one side only for easy removal and screen. Each title is also a highly effective and funfilled method to relax and reduce stress. adult coloring books offer an escape to an environment of
inspiration and artistic fulfillment.
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Cool and detailed, can't go wrong with this one Great book, we've five coloring books and a huge
amount of markers, sharpie, pencils. I first scan the pages when printing them on solid watercolor
paper or on drawing paper which has a smoother surface area. I will be able to make use of my
gel pens and markers in addition to my shaded pencils in this publication. You get the best scans
by eliminating the page from the book so that it will lay flay on the scanner bed. I find the metallic
and glitter gel pens are best used in small areas as accents while the pencils are better for shading
and large areas.00. My wife is dealing with knee medical procedures and spends quite often during
intercourse or on the sofa and my daughter (15 yrs aged) and her want to work on these
collectively. They just like these coloring books. We also bought, Innovative coloring animals ( really
good publication), Mystical Mandala (great tension relief designs), Fanciful encounter (much less
detailed as the others). The images in this book are beautiful and elaborate and I spend hours
relieving tension and coloring. LOLBuy it -- the price is right as well! Also used cheap shaded pencils.
They are symmetrical so you can work out a color scheme in a single section and follow it for the
rest of the sections. Like all Innovative Haven Coloring books, the images are printed on one side,
good quality, perforated paper. Mainly finished with the Stabilo 88 markers. Gorgeous hand drawn
pictures with lots of detail, hours of pleasure for each one I chose this book because I love
complexity and details rather than coloring large blocks of color. My preference is definitely to limit
the colours and use them repeatedly in varying combos (find photos 2 and 3). Make sure to have
an excellent sharpener like Prismacolor Scholar it also works great. I've done three today and am
prepared to venture right into a full page picture next.I've utilized gel pens and markers. As others
have observed, the markers bleed through so be sure to guard the page behind, either by
removing your energetic picture or putting another sheet of solid paper behind it. I've liked Gel
Gliders, Pilot gel pens (although they can be found in limited tones) and Sharpie fine stage markers.
everybody needs to try this out! I did not adjust the 5 star ranking as the harm had nothing related
to the standard of the paper or the designs.There are several full color examples to study for ideas.
One of the best coloring books The designs are really nice. I plan to frame them and give them as
gifts this Christmas. Actually my sister noticed me working on the drawings and requested the
publication plus some gel pens on her behalf Christmas present!Tips: in the event that you get to a
point where you're not sure what colors to use on your own next section, have a color photocopy
and check ideas there.Think about a color scheme and choose your colors accordingly.
Furthermore to concentrating on a color family members with pops of various other colors, consider
whether you want high contrast (see photo 1) or harmonious colors. I thought I would be most
attracted to the large full phase photos, but I began with a mandala and also have become a real
fan of these. The images posted by additional reviewers inspire me. Your just limit is your
imagination! It has a ton of different styles so I dont need to worry about getting bored with the
images. Color a section and use a light coloured gel pen to add dots or squiggles.The larger blocks
offer opportunities to draw your own details. I QUICKLY bought a couple of arteza pencils and then
a set of cra-z-artwork pencils because very fine work is hard with the arteza pencils. I really do
possess one complaint, not with the book but with the packaging. That is my first adult coloring
book. I hope you do, too! Too much of a hassle to come back. I find colored pencils too moderate
for my taste. I would also like to compliment the reviewers that submitt their photos, whether colored
or not, as it really helps to make decisions on purchasing the books without in fact having it in the
hands. relaxing, fast shipping, great cost! Angela Porters Coloring Publication Fans Good Beautiful
Good gift Got this for my mom and she likes it. I tire quickly of the same forms and patterns, so this
book is all I could wish. One sided. Got it in two times, shipping is normally fast! They possess a
nice thin point and are ideal for detailed work and also have vivid colors.! An added take note is that

the webpages in this publication are perforated and therefore you can take them off from the book.
I am enthusiastic about adult coloring books and couldnt wait around to try this one out, specifically
at this price. With ADHD, this picture captured my attention and reflects the inner workings of my
mind. I love that the back of each page is blank therefore i didnt have to be concerned about
ruining another picture because I use markers to color my books with. The favorite markers are
Stabilo 88 markers. Great way to wind down or have some 'me' time. Make use of a black gel pen
to subdivide the area or add lines, blocks, squiggles. I have already gotten a lot of friends and family
to get adult coloring books to! Less happy with Juice pens. I have added photos of the pictures to
give a concept of what all is in the book. My favorite coloring book This coloring book has ended
up being my favorite. You will see in the pictures my progression from gel pens just (Blooms on
Acid), to the arteza pencils (Tulips), to my ideal blend (purple-blue mandala) done with all 3. Various
other pages have more open space, and I could add my own embellishments. This piece was
completed by my child who couldn't stop working on it and discovered it to be extremely relaxing to
do.I really like these drawings. Some certainly are a little too intricate and also have dark areas in
the styles, while others are more widely open and easy to color. Overall, this book will probably be
worth it and provides tons of nice designs. Bravo! She actually is so talented. I really like this book!
This way we can will have the original page to color again and don't need to be concerned about
bleeding through the back side. I'm very pleased with this purchase. Worth the price Very intricate
details to color. Awesome! Entangled is so much fun with plenty of detail. Please sign up for her
amazing Facebook coloring group. Being remaining handed, this is an extremely nice feature THE
VERY BEST I've Found This is the best of the three coloring books I purchased. Detailed but fun
Love the styles. Perforated web pages. I've added the best picture to date. Actually interesting
designs with plenty of variation get this to my new preferred coloring book. I purchased two books
and both arrived damaged on the corner due to the way these were wrapped and taken care of
by UPS. I believed it could improve my mental outlook and it sure offers. The lengthy curves improve
my concentrate and my hand is becoming steadier. The small dots remind me of how I adored
pointillism in art class. I am constantly tinkering with different techniques.You might like to use
metallics or sparkles sparingly and repeat them throughout the drawing. At first I just had a set of
gel pens which I bought on a lightning deal. Super nice designs (product packaging another story) I
love the styles and the reserve has enough variety to keep your interest. A lot of fun and soothing.
Some of the webpages are seriously decorated, I could color them because they stand. You can
also scan directly from the reserve but its a bit more difficult to hold the book down flat also to get
the fine art lined up straight We have a Canon MP 280 printer with a built-in scanner that only cost
about $40. I particularly like the mixture of mandalas and abstract artwork with flowers, etc. This
book exposed the world of adult coloring to me and I think it is extremely therapeutic. While they are
just coloring books, I feel they must be shipped in a small flat container and protected therefore
there is absolutely no damage. Love ?? this book Angela is my favorite illustrator. They are similar to
firm pastels than a pencil lead. None None Five Stars They are lovely. So very comprehensive and
interesting to color.
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